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eMoney: What It Will do For You

   After a rough start to 2015, the stock
market has largely been range-bound
for the past few months, neither
breaking out to substantial new highs
nor remotely testing recent lows.  This
type of movement is normal, and not
much can be said about domestic stock
markets this year.
  We nearly had a 10%
correction in the S&P 500
early last fall, but since then
there haven't been a lot of
harrowing times.
   After lagging substantially
in 2014, actively managed
mutual funds have broadly
performed much better thus
far in 2015, and that of
course helps the
performance you see on your
quarterly statements.
  Abroad, many international indices
have been strong although a good
portion of that return is due to the
strong dollar and correspondingly weak
international currency.   It does appear
that the "tide has turned" - for several

years I viewed international and
emerging market investments only in
terms of diversification, but I now see
them as an opportunity for outsized re-
turns vs. domestic stocks. I have
recently advised several clients to either
establish or increase non-US stock
market exposure in their various

portfolios. Depending on
your risk tolerance and time
horizon, this advice could
persist for quite some time-
at least several quarters and
perhaps several years.
Why I'm cautious: After

a hundred head fakes and
countless articles written
about their demise, bonds
and bond funds finally are

showing signs of cracking.   I
wrote to clients a few months

back in their defense, but since then
yields have risen and prices have fallen.
 Despite this fact, the US bond market
has outperformed the international
bond market. For example, Germany

(See Jeff on page 7)

Jeff’s Market Watch: Monitor Corporate Profits

   eMoney is a new, exciting, and valu-
able resource that we offer to our clients
at no additional cost.
  Here’s how the eMoney website can
help you:
  All of your accounts in one place:
Our firm’s independence allows us to
bring you some of the best solutions in
the industry.  But that can mean ac-
counts at different companies, which
makes tracking account values more
difficult.  eMoney solves that problem
by showing all of your accounts on one
page.  You can also include accounts
held outside of us, whether they are
held with another broker or perhaps
your 401(k).

  Financial Plans:  Whether you are
planning for retirement, already re-
tired, or retirement is a long way off, a
financial plan will help you achieve your
goals.  We use eMoney to create finan-
cial plans for our clients and once they
are created, they are easily updated.
  Help you organize and plan your
finances:  eMoney’s website hosts sev-
eral tools that you can use to organize
your financial goals, priorities, and ana-
lyze your spending habits.
   We think eMoney can be a valuable
resource for you and are eager to get
you started.  If you are interested in
eMoney, please contact Justin at
jkelleher@1stallied.com or at ext. 302.

Greetings!

Welcome to the new format for our
quarterly newsletters!

While we’ve always been extremely
proud of our traditional newsletter, the
time was right for an updated design.
Countless hours were spent selecting
just the right layout, content, and
voice that reflect our dedication to
having well-informed clients.  We are
delighted to announce that this is an
original creation, not a generic, pre-
packaged publication with our name
inserted on the cover.  (Our clients
deserve our very best!)

Each issue will cover a variety of sub-
jects related to your financial life.
Regular articles will focus on saving,
investing, retirement, taxes, Social
Security, Medicare, and education.
We will also highlight information per-
tinent to each season.  Every newslet-
ter will also feature Jeff’s commentary
on world markets and the issues that
impact your investments.

We are very proud of our efforts and
hope you enjoy the inaugural issue of
our redesigned seasonal quarterly
newsletter.  We’d love your feedback!

Please visit us at:
firstfinancialassociatesllc.com

Please also visit our Facebook page:
First Financial Associates LLC.

Interest Rates
Emergency Savings
How Bias Affects Us
Maximizing Social Security
Unemployment Rates
Medicare Primer
Tax Corner
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Hyperinflation
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   Thank you to everyone who joined us
for the New Britain Rock Cats game on
Friday, May 15.  It was a beautiful
night for a baseball game and over
200 attendees were treated to an ac-
tion-filled game full of hits and runs.
The game even went into extra in-
nings, and although the Rock Cats
failed to come out on top, the result
didn’t matter once the fireworks start-
ed.
   We are a family at First Financial
Associates and it was fun to get every-
one together for some pre-game burg-
ers and dogs in our own private area.
We were pleased that so many of our
clients made this a multi-generational
event by inviting children and/or
grandchildren to join in the fun.  For
the employees of First Financial, it is a
treat to meet grandchildren and to in-
troduce clients to our own families.
   Highlights of the night included Jeff
throwing the first pitch and all of the
kids going out onto the field to “high-
five” the Rock Cats players as they left
the dugout.  We even had some of our
youngest guests in full costume for the
evening’s Pirates and Princesses
theme.
   We plan on holding events like this
in the future so keep an eye out for
invitations.  We hope you will be able
to join us!

Rock Cats Client Event:
Huge Success!

Rachael’s son Tyler poses in his pirate
costume with “Rocky” the Rock Cats
mascot at FFA’s recent client outing.

   Financial news outlets and the mar-
kets pay close attention to the Federal
Reserve’s interest rate policy, but how
does that policy impact you?  The tradi-
tional explanation is that interest rate
policy has a major impact on the econo-
my and therefore markets, but how
much it truly impacts the average per-
son is less clear.
   It is helpful to remember what interest
rates really are: the cost of money.  A
lender will charge a borrower an inter-
est rate to make lending the money
worthwhile.  The longer term the loan,
the more the lender will expect to be
compensated.  Also, the more risk that a
borrower will not pay the money back,
the lender will expect a higher rate.
    The Federal Reserve attempts to influ-
ence the economy
through the federal
funds rate.  Banks are
required to keep a
certain amount of
money in “reserve” to
help protect the fi-
nancial system.  If a
bank needs more
cash on hand to meet
the daily reserve re-
quirement, it can
borrow money from
another bank over-
night.
    The interest rate used to determine
the cost of that extremely short-term
loan is the federal funds rate, and this
rate is how the Federal Reserve can in-
fluence other interest rates.  As the fed-
eral funds rate rises, other short-term
interest rates will rise with it.  Basically
the federal funds rate acts as the floor
and as the floor rises and falls, other
rates will follow.
   Over time these policies affect the
interest rates that we pay on auto loans,
credit cards, and mortgages.  When the
Federal Reserve tries to push interest
rates down, they are hoping that the
decreased cost of borrowing will lead to
us purchasing more “things” such as
cars or houses (or at least more expen-
sive ones).  Theoretically this increased
borrowing and spending will help in-
crease economic activity and expand
the economy.

   We don’t have far to go to find dramat-
ic examples of this policy in action.
From May of 2000 to June of 2003 the
Federal Reserve reduced the federal
funds rate from 6.25% to 1.00% in an
attempt to jumpstart the economy and
the stock market.  Even more remark-
able was when the Federal Reserve
pushed the federal funds rate to essen-
tially 0% in the wake of the 2008 finan-
cial crisis.
   But don’t forget, we aren’t just borrow-
ers, we are lenders too.  When we put
money into a savings account at the
bank we are paid an interest rate.   We
are paid because the bank is then using
that money to create more loans.  We
also lend money by purchasing bonds or
treasury bills.  If interest rates are low,

then we will earn
less on our sav-
ings.  Savers, and
especially savers
who are near or
in retirement,
are punished and
will find these
options less at-
tractive.  This
can lead people
to options that
pay more, but
are riskier.
   For many,

housing and big ticket purchases are
event-driven and not really dependent
on interest rates.  For example, if some-
one retires and wants to downsize their
home, they aren’t usually timing that
decision with an expected interest rate
hike or cut.  Sure, he or she will shop
around for the best interest rate, and
the interest rate might have some effect
on the exact house purchased, but it
isn’t necessarily the primary driver.
   So when interest rates move they im-
pact us both as lenders and borrowers,
positively and negatively.  How much
depends on where we are in our lives
and how much we are saving.  The next
time you are bombarded with a flurry of
articles and news reports about the Fed-
eral Reserve and interest rates, know
that while those decisions do eventually
impact you, it will likely be a mixed bag.

Interest Rates and How They Impact You

“But don’t forget, we
aren’t just borrowers,
we are lenders, too…
So when interest rates
move they impact us
both as lenders and
borrowers, positively
and negatively.”
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  Did you know that one in three Amer-
ican adults have no emergency sav-
ings?*  This is an increase from 29% in
2014, despite an improving economy.
As many of you know, a sudden job
loss, medical emergency, or any other
major expense could force you into
unexpected debt.  Debt can be a useful
financial tool, but unexpected debt is
often costly and burdensome.  To
avoid this all too common pitfall, it is
recommended that you set aside three
to six months of expenses into savings.
Those of you with a rainy day fund
know the value and comfort these sav-
ings afford you in your life.
   There are always “reasons” that make
saving difficult: already saving for re-
tirement, paying down debt, too many
expenses, etc.  But such reasons are
only barriers if you believe that you
have to choose one or the other.  In-
stead, it is realistic to save for retire-
ment, pay off debt, and build up your
savings if you make these goals a pri-
ority in your life.
   Pay yourself first.  Even if it is only
$25 a pay period, set up an automatic
deposit with your employer into your

savings.  Many of you already do this
for your retirement savings, but ne-
glect to do so for a rainy day fund.  If
you cannot do this with your employ-
er, you can easily establish an auto-
matic system with your bank or credit
union.
   Once existing debt is paid, make
payments into your savings.  Once
you have finished paying down debt
(congratulations!), take that monthly
payment and instead deposit that
money into your savings account to
build up that rainy day fund.
   Examine your expenses every
year.  This is the hardest step for most
of us.  Not only does it take a certain
amount of effort, it also forces us to
confront a reality that sometimes we
prefer to ignore.  But if we really want
to create savings, it requires taking
control of our spending.
   You already have a good idea of your
major expenses – mortgage or rent,
car payment, monthly bills.  But it’s
the smaller expenses that often add up
and are symptoms of poor budgeting,
such as eating out or entertainment.
Examine your past few bank/credit

card statements to gauge this spend-
ing.
   Looking for ways to automate this
process and give you a full, accurate
portrayal of your expenses?  Our
eMoney platform has the ability to im-
port your banking information and au-
tomatically categorize your spending
to help you budget (the details of your
spending are private and we would not
be able to see that information).
 Another popular resource is
mint.com.  Online resources like these
are great because they automatically
know how to categorize the vast ma-
jority of your expenses, which makes
the process easier.  Once established,
it can easily monitor how much you’re
spending in each category and where
you can try to save money.
   If you pay yourself first and fully
examine your expenses, you’re well on
your way to a meaningful rainy day
fund.  You will be better prepared to
face the uncertain, and will enjoy the
satisfaction in taking control of your
financial life.

Emergency Savings: Strategies for Growing This Important Asset

    The Dow Jones Industrial Average
was developed in the latter part of the
19th century by Charles H Dow and orig-
inally featured 12 major industrial
stocks. The index was created “to pro-
vide a clear, straightforward view of the
stock market and, by extension, the U.S.
economy.” The Dow became popular
because nothing like it had been seen
before. With this new index, investors
could compare stock prices with the be-
havior of the general market, as well as
look at market behavior in relation to
the American economy as a whole. In
1916 the number of stocks was in-
creased to 20 and then in 1928 it was
increased again to 30 where it stays to
this day. The Dow average is deter-
mined by adding up the stock prices and
dividing the total by a certain divisor.
The Dow was widely used by stock mar-
ket professionals for many years until

the S&P gained popularity, but it is still
very popular in the media and general
public.
   Standard and Poor’s introduced their
first index in the early 1920s, but the
S&P 500 in its current form was not
created until the 1960s. The S&P 500
was designed to incorporate more com-
panies and to have a more holistic view
of the US economy than the Dow. The
500 spots in the S&P are allocated to
companies with market values of over
$5 billion and their values are weighted
in proportion to their size.  Therefore a
larger company’s stock price has more
of an impact than a comparatively
smaller company (although it is impor-
tant to remember all 500 companies are
large).
   The Dow benefits from being the first
of its kind and its popularity with the
general public, but investment profes-

sionals prefer the S&P 500.  The Dow’s
formula is a simplistic relic of an era
before computers and it tracks too few
companies.  The S&P 500 is regarded as
a better representation of the market as
a whole and a bellwether for the U.S.
economy.  That is why investment pro-
fessionals typically compare perfor-
mance to the S&P 500 rather than the
Dow, and you will find far more mutual
funds and ETFs based on the S&P 500
for investing.

The S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average: What’s the Difference?

*According to a survey conducted by Neighbor-
Works America in March 2015

*Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
The S&P (Standard and Poor’s 500) is an unmanaged
index that is generally considered representative of the
US Stock market.  The Dow Jones Industrial Average is
an unmanaged price-weighted average of 30 blue-chip
stocks that are generally the leaders in their industry and
are listed on the NYSE.   The Dow Jones Industrial
Average is an unmanaged index.  The performance of an
unmanaged index is not indicative of the performance of
any particular investment.   Individuals cannot invest
directly in any index and individual portfolios will not have
the same securities that are included in the index.
Investments offering higher rates of return often involve
a higher degree of risk.
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   We make decisions every day.  Some
decisions are routine like what to make
for dinner or what to wear.  Other deci-
sions clearly have a profound effect on
our lives such as picking a career,
changing jobs, or where to live.
   Human beings are imperfect decision-
making machines.  No matter how
smart or logical we think we are, we all
suffer from a variety of biases that can
steer us wrong when it is time to make a
decision.  Psychologists have re-
searched these biases for decades and
now their research is influencing other
fields such as finance.  Human emo-
tions help explain why we don’t always
make the perfectly rational decisions
that economists believe we should.
   The first step to mitigating these bias-
es is to recognize them.  Here are some
common biases that affect us every day,
including financial decisions and retire-
ment planning:
   Confirmation Bias – We like it
when people agree with us and we grav-
itate towards people who share similar
views and values.  We more readily ac-
cept information that supports our po-
sition and quickly reject (or ignore)
information that contradicts us.  That’s
why in today’s age, where there is more
information available to us than ever
before, many people have become more
entrenched in their beliefs.  It is easier
for us to find channels or websites that

support our political views, which in
turn makes it easier to ignore contradic-
tory information.  In finance, you might
find yourself listening only to advice
from individuals who share your world-
view, or ignoring data that contradicts
your views on the market.
   Loss Aversion – We hate to lose
more than we like to win.  Loss aversion
is related to something called the “En-
dowment Effect,” which describes how
we value something we own more than
what it is worth.  Researchers have
found that if you bought a stock at $20
and it lost $5 in value, you would lose
far more satisfaction than the amount
of satisfaction you would gain if it in-
creased in value by the same $5.  It is
easy to see how this can affect us finan-
cially: we tend to hold onto a losing
investment longer than we should, and
sell winning investments too quickly.
   Illusion of Control – We overesti-
mate our ability to control events.  This
bias is most apparent when dealing with
random events such as the lottery, gam-
bling, or the stock market.  We feel that
through hard work or research on our
part that we can will a particular out-
come into reality.
   Hindsight Bias – We like to think we
“knew it all along.”  Researchers have
found that when an unforeseeable event
occurs, it is natural for us to look back
and selectively pick information that

supports the notion that the event was
actually foreseeable.  We like to say
“see, the warning signs were there” in
the case of a negative event, or that we
were good forecasters when something
positive happens (also related to the
Illusion of Control).  This bias affects
future decision-making by making us
over-confident and can lead to riskier
behavior, which has obvious implica-
tions in finance.
   Anchoring – We rely too heavily on
specific pieces of information.  We use
this information as an “anchor” that we
compare to all subsequent information.
Marketing takes advantage of this bias
all the time.  When you step onto a used
car lot and see a price on the window,
that price is now the anchor for your
 decision-making.  Any negotiations will
use that sticker price as the starting
point so you feel better when you nego-
tiate a price lower than the sticker, even
if that price is still higher than what the
car is really worth.  In finance, anchor-
ing can have a strong effect on our deci-
sion-making.  For example, if you
bought a stock for $20 and it jumps in
value to $50, you will be very happy.
But many of us will make the $50 our
new anchor, so when the price drops to
$40 we are unhappy about the loss,
even though we have doubled our origi-
nal investment.

(See Bias on page 6)

Recognizing Our Biases and How They Affect Our Decisions

Name of Bias What it is How it affects us

Confirmation Bias
We like it when people agree with us and we gravi-
tate towards people who share similar views and
values.

We only listen to advice from people who share our
world view and ignore evidence that contradicts our
views.

Loss Aversion We hate to lose more than we like to win.
We tend to hold onto a losing investment longer than
we should, and also sell winning investments too
quickly.

Illusion of Control We overestimate our ability to control events. We feel that through hard work or research on our part
that we can “will” a particular outcome into reality.

Hindsight Bias We like to think we “knew it all along.” Makes us over-confident and can lead to riskier behav-
ior, which has obvious implications in finance.

Anchoring We rely too heavily on specific pieces of informa-
tion.

Example: you bought a stock for $20 and it jumps in
value to $50.  $50 becomes your new anchor, so when
the price drops to $40 you are unhappy, even though
you doubled your original investment.

Gambler’s Fallacy We put too much weight on past results when pre-
dicting the future.

In investing, if a stock is up five days in a row, the
Gambler’s Fallacy can lead an investor to believe it is
“due” for a down day.
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Looking Ahead: Social Security Maximization Strategies

  When to start your Social Security
benefits is a personal and unique deci-
sion that depends on your financial
situation.  For some people, their fi-
nancial situation requires them to
start benefits at age 62, while others
have the luxury of waiting to increase
future benefits.  For those of you who
want to maximize Social Security ben-
efits, here are a few strategies to con-
sider:
   Delay: In most cases if you take
your benefits before your full retire-
ment age you will receive a reduction
in your monthly payment for life.  So
merely delaying when you start bene-
fits will result in a higher monthly
payment.  If you can delay past your
full retirement age, you can increase
your monthly benefit by 8% for each
year you delay until age 70.
   File and Suspend: Married cou-
ples can use this strategy and it is es-
pecially advantageous if one spouse

had significantly higher earnings.  The
higher earning spouse will file for ben-
efits at full retirement age and then
immediately suspend them.  By filing,
he will allow his spouse to file for her
spousal benefit based on the higher
earner’s record.  By immediately sus-
pending his benefit, the higher earn-
ing spouse can let his future benefit
grow by 8% per year until finally tak-
ing his benefit at age 70.
   Claim Now, Claim Later: This
strategy works best for married cou-
ples who both qualify for benefits on
their own work record.  One spouse
must be full retirement age and it
works best if that spouse has the high-
er earnings record.  Both spouses will
apply for benefits at the same time,
but the spouse that is full retirement
age will actually apply for a spousal
benefit (it is important to restrict the
benefit to spousal benefits when ap-
plying).  This will allow her own bene-

fit to grow 8% a year until age 70 when
she would switch to her own benefit.
   Combining the Two Strategies:
It is possible to combine the File and
Suspend strategy and the Claim Now,
Claim Later strategy if both spouses
are close in age, qualify for benefits on
their own records, and are both at
least full retirement age.  In this sce-
nario, the older spouse will file for
benefits and then immediately sus-
pend them.  When the younger spouse
reaches full retirement age, she will
then apply for a spousal benefit (like
Claim Now, Claim Later, it is impor-
tant to specifically restrict the benefit
to the spousal benefit when applying).
When the older spouse reaches age 70,
he will then start his increased benefit.
When the younger spouse reaches age
70, she will switch from the spousal
benefit to her worker benefits that
have been increasing while she was
taking the spousal benefit.

Select Social Security Maximization Strategies

File and Suspend Claim Now, Claim Later Combined

Bob reaches his full retirement age of
66. He files for his benefits, then imme-
diately suspends them. His wife Dorothy
files for spousal benefits at age 62.
Bob’s benefit will grow by 8% for each
year he holds off collecting, up to age 70.

Steve’s full retirement age is 66. His wife
Kathy is 62 and wants to start her bene-
fits (since it is early, her monthly check
will be reduced). But since Steve waited
until his full retirement age, he has op-
tions. With the “claim now, claim more
later” strategy, Steve claims spousal
benefits at age 66, allowing his own
retirement benefit to grow until age 70.

Kim is 66 and her husband Philip is 65.
Kim files for her Social Security benefits
and immediately suspends them. Then,
when Philip turns 66, he files for a spou-
sal benefit. When Kim turns 70, she
claims her benefits. Then when Philip
turns 70, he converts his spousal bene-
fits to his own retired worker benefits.

   The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) reported that the unemployment
rate was 5.5% in May - but what does
that really mean?  The unemployment
rate is often a lightning rod for criticism
and controversy due to its role in poli-
tics, but fundamentally it is a statistic
that measures something very specific.
   First, it is important to understand
what the unemployment rate truly mea-
sures: the number of people actively
seeking jobs divided by the total labor
force.  The BLS conducts surveys and if

a worker did not search for work in the
prior four weeks, then that person does
not count towards the unemployment
rate.
   Many people are not considered part
of the labor force based on the govern-
ment's definition of unemployed. So
why don't we just take the number of
people who don't have jobs and divide it
by the number of people who are old
enough to work?  The government does
track that figure and in May of 2015, the
Labor Participation Rate for the US was

62.9%, meaning that nearly 40% of peo-
ple age 16 and older did not have jobs.
The vast majority of them, however, are
retired and as the Baby Boomers age the
Labor Participation Rate has corre-
spondingly decreased.
   We can all agree that retirees or others
unable to participate in the labor force
(disability would be one example)
shouldn't count towards the unemploy-
ment rate.
   But there are millions of Americans

(Unemployment on page 7)

Unemployment Rates: Do They Mean What We Think They Mean?
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   On its face, Medicare can be daunt-
ing.  Like most government programs,
there are tomes of bureaucratic rules
and jargon.  It doesn’t help that the
official handbook, Medicare & You, is
over 150 pages long.  Furthermore, we
are inundated every year with market-
ing from insurance companies or spe-
cial interest groups like the AARP that
somehow make it sound even more
confusing.
   The good news is that Medicare isn’t
nearly as complicated as it seems and
the government has provided a very
simple and powerful tool to help de-
termine which plans work best for
you: the Medicare.gov website.  Cli-
ents are consistently surprised at how
useful the website is for comparing
plans for their unique situation.
   All you need is your zip code and a
list of your prescription medications
(you can skip this step, but you
shouldn’t if you want the website to be
as helpful as possible).  Now you can
compare health and drug plans side by
side.  Medicare will even use its huge
database to help estimate your out-of-
pocket costs under each plan.
   To help you in your research, here is
a quick primer on the different Medi-
care plan categories:
  Original Medicare: This is what
they call Part A and B.  If you’ve
worked enough, you are automatically
eligible for Part A (otherwise known as
hospital insurance) and then you will
pay a premium for Part B (otherwise
known as medical insurance and cov-
ers your healthcare outside of hospital

stays).  Original Medicare is your stan-
dard form of Medicare and is subsi-
dized directly from the government.
   Drug Plans: This is what they call
Part D.  While there are many flavors,
Part D plans provide your drug cover-
age.  Unless you have a qualifying rea-
son, you should sign up for a drug plan
when you start Medicare, otherwise if
you choose to add a drug plan later
you will pay a penalty.
   Supplemental Plans: These plans
can help pay your copays, coinsur-
ance, and deductibles - and also pro-
vide coverage outside of Medicare
(like traveling outside the U.S.).
   Medicare Advantage Plans: This
is what they call Part C.  Medicare
Advantage Plans combine Parts A, B,
D and supplemental plans into one
single plan.  Medicare Advantage
Plans are provided by private health
insurers who are subsidized by the
government, which is why all the mar-
keting you receive each year is for
Medicare Advantage Plans.  By law,
the coverage provided by these plans
has to be as good as or better than
Original Medicare and companies
provide several different versions to
accommodate clients and their needs.
   There are different reasons to choose
Original Medicare or Medicare Ad-
vantage Plans, which will be a major
topic in our next newsletter.
   Remember, you can sign up for
Medicare the first time in the seven
month period around your 65th birth-
day (the three months prior, your
birth month, and the three months

after your 65th birthday).  But each
year you can change your coverage:
whether from Original Medicare to a
Medicare Advantage Plan (or back), or
from one Medicare Advantage Plan to
another, or a change in drug plans.
This selection period takes place be-
tween October 15 and December 7.

Alphabet Soup: A Simple Medicare Primer

Medicare was created by Congress
in 1965 under President Lyndon
Johnson.

In 2013, there were 52 million enroll-
ees
  - 43 million based on age
  - 9 million based on disability

Projected enrollment in 2020?
  - 64 million
Projected enrollment in 2050?
  - 92 million

States with the highest percentage of
enrollees in 2013:
  - West Virginia and Maine (more
than one-fifth of population)

California had the highest number of
participants in 2013 with over 5 mil-
lion enrollees.

$553 billion was spent on care in
2012
   - 80% of that number was generat-
ed by revenue & payroll taxes.

Percentage of US citizens covered
by Medicare:  15.6%

Did you know?

Gambler’s Fallacy – We put too
much weight on past results when pre-
dicting the future.  The classic exam-
ple for this bias is flipping a coin.  If
you flipped a coin five times and it
landed heads five times in a row, it is
natural to feel like there is more of a
chance that the next flip will result in
tails.  Logically we know that every flip
is a 50/50 proposition, but this bias
pushes us to feel irrationally about the
future outcome.

   In investing, if a stock or the market
is up five days in a row, the Gambler’s
Fallacy can lead an investor into mak-
ing a decision based on the belief that
it is “due” for a down day.

  These are just some of the biases that
affect our daily decision-making.  Ev-
ery one of us is guilty of these biases at
some time or another.  Further com-
plicating matters, several of these bi-
ases can affect us at the same time.
   It is important to recognize these
biases as they occur and how they af-

fect your decision-making.  Ultimate-
ly, we all want to make the best
possible decisions.
   Behavioral finance is an exciting
field of research and continues to re-
veal fascinating insights into our often
counterintuitive behavior.  If you find
biases and how they impact your deci-
sion-making interesting, you can dis-
cover more information online at sites
such as www.beinghuman.org or Alli-
anz’s Center for Behavioral Finance at
http://befi.allianzgi.com.

(Bias from page 4)
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recently had its 10-year bond touch
1.00% from a low earlier this year of
0.05%!
   There are basically four ways to invest
your money - Cash, Bonds, Stocks, and
Other.   (A big part of "other" is real
estate, but would also include
commodities such as oil, gold, silver
and other precious metals, and a host
of other vehicles.)   Cash might be a
good investment at some point, but
we're a long way away from interest
rates being high enough for bank
savings rate/CD's to be appealing.
   Bonds are truly disconcerting as we
look forward.  Barring a default, a bond
ensures your principal and interest will
be repaid over the life of the bond, but
who really wants to commit to such a
deal at these interest rates?  Even after
the recent rise, you would be lending
your money to the US Government for
10 years at under 2.5% per year - after
inflation and taxes you would be very
lucky to tread water on a net basis.
   Stocks have been quite strong over the
past few years after two harrowing
periods of losses in 2000-2003 and
2007-2009 that I'm sure you all
remember quite well.   By historical
metrics such as the Price/Earnings
ratio they appear expensive, but not
outrageously so.   Stocks are still
recommended over other asset classes
going forward, although I think 2015
shows more promise than 2016 in this
arena, due largely to the messy political
fight we are about to (yet again)
endure.
   Six years ago virtually none of our
clients had any real exposure to "other"
types of investments through First
Financial Associates (such as REITs,
and  business development companies)
but that has changed over the years.
    These holdings continue to warrant
some exposure across many client
portfolios as I view these areas as a
logical complement to stocks given a
preference away from cash and bonds.

Why I'm optimistic: Interest rates
are low.   Inflation is negligible.
Corporate profits are near all-time
highs.   Employment is back to 2006
levels - if we ignore the millions of
people who have dropped out of the

workforce over that time (see our
article about unemployment on page
5).  Stocks have done well lately, espe-
cially the healthcare and industrial sec-
tors, and momentum indicators remain
strong.

Looking Ahead: As I expected, The
Federal Reserve's Open Market
Committee (FOMC) announced on
June 17th their decision to essentially
"kick the can down the road,” leaving
interest rates virtually at zero.  But I
believe that at the September 17th
meeting the FOMC will announce a 25
basis points increase to the Federal
Funds rate (for more about the Federal
Funds rate see our article about
interest rates on page 2).
   Now that the FOMC has decided to
pass on raising rates in June, and
especially IF they follow-up at the
September meeting and claim that the
25 basis points is likely just a one-and-
done change for 2015, this should give
stocks solid room to run into year-end,
temporarily independent of any
price/earnings ratio concerns.
   At one point profits were expected to
be up 10% for the S&P 500 in 2015,
now recent consensus estimates put the
2015 aggregate profits at right about
the 2014 level.  The only way stocks do
meaningfully well in 2016 and beyond,
in my opinion, is if corporate profits
increase.  The Fed has done what it can.
    The stock market went from oversold
to about fairly priced to now
overbought.  Profits are the name of the
game in the 2nd half of 2015 and
beyond, and simply beating on the
revenue side of the coin and missing
reduced expectations on the earnings
side will no longer be good enough to
boost stocks.  I am hopeful this will all
turn out well, but I will be carefully
watching portfolio exposures within
the world I have described.
   As always I will also monitor major
events such as the Greek crisis and how
they will impact our accounts in the
short and long term.  The difficulty is
determining what is “noise” and what
will truly impact the markets in the
long run.  I’m optimistic about stocks in
the second half of 2015 and continue to
ruminate on opportunities beyond
year’s end.

(Jeff from page 1)

who aren't described by either the un-
employment rate or the labor partici-
pation rate:

Discouraged workers: there are
many workers who have given up look-
ing for a job even though if they were
offered one they would take it.  They
aren't "actively" seeking a job anymore
so they don't count towards the unem-
ployment rate.  Some of these people
were forced into an unplanned early
retirement during the recession and
would rather be employed.

Employed part-time for eco-
nomic reasons: there are millions of
Americans working part-time who
would rather be working full-time.  In
some cases their hours have been cut
by an employer, in other cases they
were unable to find a full-time job.
   There are multiple ways that the BLS
calculates unemployment, and the
5.5% figure is only one of them.  Using
the BLS's most expansive measure,
which includes "Total unemployed,
plus all persons marginally attached to
the labor force, plus total employed
part time for economic reasons, as a
percent of the civilian labor force plus
all persons marginally attached to the
labor force," the unemployment rate is
10.8%, nearly double that of the per-
centage given in the jobs report.
   Does this mean that an unemploy-
ment rate of 5.5% is inaccurate?  That
it is manipulated?  No.  It really mea-
sures what it purports to measure and
is a reasonable method to gauge the
number of people actively seeking em-
ployment.
   But when the unemployment rate
becomes a political tool, like any statis-
tic, it can be manipulated in how it is
presented.  There are many inappro-
priate conclusions drawn by politi-
cians and the media to support
agendas or fulfill narratives.  All of this
misinformation takes away from the
true usefulness of the unemployment
rate: a method of gauging the health of
the economy and examining historical
trends.
  Just don't let anyone try to fool you
into thinking that only 5.5% of Ameri-
cans are unemployed.

(Unemployment from page 5)
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Audits: What are the Odds?

   In 2014 you had a 1 in 116 chance of
experiencing an IRS audit, and it is ex-
pected that this year the IRS will con-
duct even less audits due to budgetary
constraints.  If you don’t report income
from a business, farm, rental real estate,
earned income credit, or employee ex-
pense write-offs, then your odds drop to
1 in 300.
   Lower odds may sound great since no
one wants to undergo an audit, but hon-
est taxpayers should be disappointed:
the IRS reports that each $1 that they
spend on enforcing the tax code results
in $4 to the treasury.
   Please note that audits don’t always
end with the taxpayer paying more
money.  In 2014, 40,000 audits resulted
in refunds totaling nearly $830 million.
Furthermore, 9% of field audits and
14% of correspondence audits conclude
that returns were filed correctly.
   If you do get audited, the good news is
that three-quarters of all audits are
done by mail.  In those cases you are
usually asked to send in documentation
to support a claim that you made on
your tax return.  Sometimes the audits
are conducted in person and are more
in-depth.  In either case, you should
consider the help of a tax professional
to assist you in the process.
   Always keep records for 3 years from
the date you filed your original return or
2 years from the date you paid the tax,
whichever is later. Keep records for 7
years if you file a claim for a loss from
worthless securities or bad debt deduc-
tion.
(“What Are the Odds the IRS Will Audit Your Tax
Return? And What Should You Do If It Does?”
http://www.kiplinger.com)

Mid-Year Tax Check-Up

   For good reason, we think about taxes
as little as possible and usually only in
tax season.  But now that tax season is
over, it is worthwhile to conduct a mid-
year tax check-up:

Check Your Withholding
   Now that you have received your re-
fund (or realized you didn’t withhold
enough taxes last year), consider ad-
justing your withholding so that you
won’t loan the IRS too much of your
money interest-free.  While it is nice to
get a refund, that refund money already
belonged to you and could be put to
better use.

Check Your ACA Subsidy
   If you are receiving a subsidy to help
cover the cost of medical insurance un-
der the Affordable Care Act, make sure
you notify your state insurance ex-
change or healthcare.gov of any chang-
es to your income or family size.  Your
subsidy can be adjusted during the year
to ensure you are getting the proper
level of subsidies and to cut down on
surprises when you file your taxes next
year.

Check Your 401(k) Contributions
   The 2015 contribution limit for work-
ers under 50 is now $18,000 and older
workers can contribute up to $24,000.
Are you maximizing your contribu-
tions?  At a minimum you should be
taking full advantage of any employer
match program.

Get Organized
   Now is the time to organize all of your
tax returns, documents, receipts or any
other supporting documentation that
you keep in the case of an audit.  Tax
season is never a good time to do this,
nor is when you receive an audit letter
from the IRS.  Plus, it can help you with
next year’s return when you want to
compare figures from one year to the
other.

Find a Tax Professional
  Perhaps your tax situation has grown
complicated, or maybe you are tired of
filing your own taxes, but tax season is
a horrible time to find a tax profession-
al.  Now is the best time to find the right
person for you, which will in turn help
reduce your stress next year.  Call Jeff
directly if you would like a referral.

First Financial Associates’

Tax Report

First Financial Associates, Jeff Snyder,
and Justin Kelleher do not provide tax
advice and material within this newslet-
ter is provided for informational purpos-
es only.  Please consult a tax
professional.
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Finders Keepers
-Stephen King-

A friend in high school recommended an
800+ page book, promising that it would be
the best book I ever read.  I thought he was
crazy, but he kept prompting me to read
The Stand.  That’s when my lifelong love of
Stephen King novels began.
   On its release date of June 2nd, I de-
voured King’s latest – Finders Keepers.
This suspense novel is the sequel to Mr.
Mercedes and continues the story of re-
tired detective Bill Hodges and friends.
While some characters are continued from
Mr. Mercedes, you can read Finders Keep-
ers independently.
   This mystery centers on Morris Bellamy’s
obsession over a popular fictional charac-
ter created by his favorite author, John
Rothstein.  Although Rothstein hasn’t pub-
lished a book in years, Bellamy is still
furious over the direction of the character
in the last book.  Bellamy is convinced that
Rothstein is still writing, so he murders
Rothstein to obtain the notebooks which
contain the unpublished novels that reveal
the character’s future.  The killer buries the
notebooks unread before being impris-

oned for 35 years, so imagine his fury after
being released and finding that the note-
books have been stolen.
   As usual, King’s writing style keeps his
readers turning the page.  In this work,
King pits ownership of the written word
between the author and his ardent fans.
Additionally, there’s the ownership dilem-
ma regarding something you stole that has
now been stolen from you.
   King has written about literary obsession
before - think Misery but without the tor-
ture.  It was just announced that the final
work of this trilogy will be titled End of
Watch.  I will be unavailable on its release
date! - Colette

A Walk in the Woods
-Bill Bryson-

For many years I lived within a few dozen
miles of various portions of the Appala-
chian Trail and on occasion even hiked
some of it.  It has always fascinated me to
think that a simple footpath winding
through the woods of Maine could stretch
from my feet all the way to Georgia.  At one
point I even considered attempting it.  Then
I read A Walk in the Woods and while I still

hold some romantic notion of hitting the
trail someday, I have a greater apprecia-
tion of the task.
   Bill Bryson has written several humorous
travel books but this book is my favorite.
This true tale chronicles his attempt to hike
the full 2,100 mile trail as a middle aged,
out-of-shape man and his old college bud-
dy Katz.  They set out with plenty of opti-
mism and belief, but also a certain healthy
paranoia about bears that Bryson con-
stantly revisits in his tale.  Needless to say,
the journey takes many humorous turns,
especially the relationship between Bryson
and Katz – as unlikely a pairing you will
ever find for such an endeavor.
   But what makes Bryson a great author is
that his humorous personal journey only
provides the glue for a deeper examination
of the trail itself, its history and the issues
that confront it.  You will grow a greater
appreciation for the American wilderness
and by the end of the book you will have
laughed a lot, learned a lot, and for some
reason, want to try it yourself.
   A Walk in the Woods is being made into
a motion picture starring Robert Redford
and Nick Nolte and will be in theaters this
fall.  - Justin

Looking for Summer Reading Suggestions? Check Out Our Staff Picks

   Throughout our lives we benefit from
getting away, experiencing something
new, and making memories.  Whether it
is by ourselves or with loved ones, just a
few hours away or across an ocean, va-
cations are valuable life experiences.
Travel can reduce stress, promote phys-
ical well-being, and provide mental
stimulation.  Travel also relates directly
to activities that nine in ten Americans
agree drive their long-term health: do-
ing what they love, being with those
they love, staying active and staying
alert.
   Getting away doesn’t have to be expen-
sive.  Or in some cases, because of the
strengthening dollar, an overseas vaca-
tion may be affordable.  Here are a few
ideas you should consider:
Road Trips
   Have gas prices kept you from taking
a classic American road trip?  Good
news: gas prices this summer should be
30% cheaper than they were a year ago.
   Charlottesville, Virginia: Visit Monti-
cello, tour wineries, and then take the

scenic Skyline
Drive through
Shenandoah Na-
tional Park.
   Acadia Nation-
al Park, Maine:
The oldest na-
tional park east
of the Mississip-
pi River, Acadia
is renowned for
its natural beau-
ty.  Mountain-
ous islands jut
out from the
ocean with over
47,000 acres to
explore.  While the park is certainly
popular, you can find cheaper lodging
further inland.  The trip to Acadia is also
appealing if you choose the coastal
route.
   Washington, DC: Many of you have hit
the Smithsonians, toured the Capitol,
and seen awe-inspiring sights such as
the Lincoln Memorial and the Washing-

ton Monument.  If you haven’t spent a
few days in our nation’s capital, go im-
mediately.  But even if you’ve visited
DC, there are newer sights that are
worth seeing such as the WWII memo-
rial, the FDR memorial, and the Newse-
um.  Even better, spend some time at
sights just outside the city that don’t

(Continued on page 10)

Affordable Summer Getaways: Road Trips, Go West, or Overseas
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draw the crowds, such as Mount Vernon
or Harper’s Ferry.
Domestic Trips
   Yellowstone, Wyoming: The world’s
oldest national park is the jewel of our
national park system.  Spreading over
2.2 million acres, you will find some of
the most beautiful lakes, mountains,
canyons, trails, and wildlife in the
world.  Outside of the ever popular Old
Faithful, there is enough space to ex-
plore and escape any crowds.
   Portland, Oregon: Get a taste of the
Pacific Northwest in this unique city.
Within the city you will find great food
(including food carts), an amazing se-
lection of microbreweries, museums,
and funky neighborhoods.  Outside the
city, take a ride on the historic Colum-
bia River Highway, or visit Mt. St. Hel-
ens or Mt. Hood.
International Trips
   Milan, Italy:  Milan is Italy’s financial
and commercial center and is hosting
Expo Milano 2015 through Oct 31st.
This 140-country World’s Fair showcas-
es the platform - Feeding the
Planet/Energy for Life.  The USA pavil-
ion highlights vertical farming, Ameri-
ca’s rich agricultural past, and the
booming food truck trend.  While in
northern Italy, explore the Italian Rivi-
era city of Portofino and perennial fa-
vorite, Venice.  Museums, shopping,
religious and historic sites, vineyards,
European football (soccer), and gor-
geous highland exploration are all at
your fingertips.
   Bangkok, Thailand:  If you’d like an
exotic Far East vacation at a 50% sav-
ings over Tokyo, Bangkok is your alter-
native destination.  Elephant trekking,
the ornate Grand Palace, Buddhist tem-
ples, the bustling red light district of
Patpong, and street vendor pad thai are
all excellent and affordable ventures in
this capital city region that is home to 14
million.

   As always, we thoroughly enjoy hear-
ing about your personal and business
travels, both near and far.  We have a
well-traveled group of clients and we’d
love to know if you’ve visited any of the
places we’ve mentioned.  The next time
we’re in contact, please also feel free to
tell us about any destinations you’ve
found enjoyable and/or affordable.Visit the new First Financial Associates home page at http://firstfinancialassociatesllc.com/

 Come visit our new website at
http://firstfinancialassociatesllc.com
where you will find lots of helpful infor-
mation.
   Clients interested in setting up on-
line access to their accounts, or how
to choose paperless options, should
visit the Client Center section of the
website for detailed instructions.
  Also within the Client Center section
of the site, clients can find answers to
frequently asked questions, links to
excellent research resources, and fi-
nancial calculators.

  We plan on adding additional fea-
tures to the site such as a blog for Jeff
to share his thoughts more frequently.
We are also brainstorming ways to
showcase and share your efforts to
better our communities.  One sugges-
tion is a community calendar where
clients can announce events or meet-
ings for organizations that are impor-
tant to them.
 We are always looking to improve so
please don’t hesitate to contact us
with suggestions.

We’ve Launched Our New Website!

You might be surprised to learn that people are staying at their jobs longer, but here at
First Financial we do our best to push that average higher with our median tenure of
18.5 years!

FFA’s Random Chart of the Day:
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   In the United States the Federal Re-
serve has the dual mandate of maximiz-
ing employment and minimizing
inflation.  Inflation can be a destructive
force that eats away wages and causes
economic havoc, so it is no wonder that
the Fed constantly monitors inflation
indicators.  While the US has had its
own struggles with inflation in the past
(most recently The Great Inflation of
the 1970’s into the 1980’s), those strug-
gles are absolutely dwarfed by what is
occurring in Zimbabwe.
   The government of Zimbabwe has
made the decision to end circulation of
its local currency. With this decision,
Zimbabweans are allowed to trade local
currency for American dollars as the
country will be switching to the USD as
its primary currency. The current ex-
change rate is $5 USD =
175,000,000,000,000,000 Zimbabwe-
an dollars (175 quadrillion!). This
means a holder of a $100 trillion dollar
note will receive about 40 cents in US
currency.
   In 1980, following independence, the
Zimbabwe dollar was worth 1.25 US
dollars. Why is the currency in Zimba-
bwe now essentially worthless? The an-
swer is hyperinflation. While the Fed
has the tools to combat inflation in the
US, Zimbabwe has no such organiza-
tion.  Once inflation rates got out of
control, there was no stopping them.
   In the US, the highest inflation rate
over the past decade has been just over

4%. In mid-November of 2006, the in-
flation rate of Zimbabwe was estimated
to be around 89.7 sextillion percent
(89,700,000,000,000,000,000,0
00%). It is hard to imagine this happen-
ing anywhere in the world, especially in
the 21st Century. The numbers associat-

ed with the Zimbabwe case are beyond
comprehension they are so big.
   So how did this happen? General in-
creases in prices of goods are one of the
most common causes of inflation. When
prices go up, money is worth less. Addi-
tionally, inflation is easily caused by
printing too much money, which deval-
ues the existing currency.  In Zimbabwe
economic factors such as land redistri-
bution reforms that dramatically im-
pacted agricultural production coupled
with runaway currency printing used to
finance wars led to hyperinflation.  It is
easier to enact these policies under a

dictatorship.  Once the process started,
faith in the currency decreased, which
in turn caused more inflationary pres-
sure.  Soon Zimbabwe was caught in an
endless cycle of hyperinflation that ren-
dered their currency worthless.  Over
time Zimbabweans informally adopted
other currencies to conduct financial
transactions.
   Zimbabwe’s history of inflation is an
extreme example but not the only exam-
ple of inflationary destruction in the last
hundred years (a list that includes Ger-
many, China, Austria, and Hungary).
To guard against the dangers of infla-
tion, the amount of money in circula-
tion in the United States is carefully
monitored by the federal government.
Calculating inflation rates is simple, it is
determined by comparing the CPI (Con-
sumer Price Index) of the current year
with that of a certain base year. The CPI
is determined by looking at the prices
for a market basket of consumer goods
and services. If the price of this basket
goes up, inflation goes up, if it goes
down deflation occurs. Of course there
is always controversy in what is includ-
ed in that basket of goods and services,
which will serve as a topic in a future
newsletter.
   While the specter of inflation always
looms, hyperinflation is not in the fore-
seeable future for the United States.
While there are very legitimate con-
cerns about how the Federal Reserve
has handled the 2008 financial crisis,

there are enough nota-
ble differences between
us and countries that
have experienced hyper-
inflation (the size and
strength of our econo-
my, stability of govern-
ment).  It is likely,
however, that the Fed’s
policies in the wake of
the financial crisis will
lead to higher inflation
than we are currently
experiencing, which is a
situation we will moni-
tor and discuss in the fu-
ture.

Inflation is Always a Concern, but What is Hyperinflation?
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The current exchange
rate is $5 USD = 175
quadrillion Zimbabwe-
an dollars.  This means
a holder of a $100 tril-
lion dollar note will re-
ceive about 40 cents in
US currency.
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